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1. The proposals should include contingencies such as additional cables. 
 

2. Is there requirement for previous experience of installing a particular model or the 
hearing loops systems? 

The way the rating system works is that we have points count for a variety of things and that’s 
one of them. We have an evaluation community set up with the ADA office, a member from 
the disability community and the staff from the budget office. We’ll evaluate all proposals 
based on the point system including the cost, the location, the process and how the money 
is distributed, for example if you purchase the products from manufacturers or do 
subcontract. In the past, we had contractors who didn’t have past experience but who 
showed the capacity of doing it. We’d love to have contractors to complete the project with 
the lowest responsible costs so that we can have extra fund to be added in the contract later.  
 
3. Are there any requirement by the city of Pittsburgh in terms of the prevailing wage? 
No we don’t have requirements regarding prevailing wages for this contract.  
 
4. Is there any special architecture need of the facilities that installer should be aware of? Is 

it supposed to be a multi-purpose sound system? 
      The three facilities we chose for this year are evaluated to be durable enough with the 

projected costs for this project. There’s no other remediation except for the installations of 
hearing loops. These senior centers are with either installed or portable sound systems which 
would be linked up with the hearing loop.  

 
5. Is there a particular time or date of the installation for the contractor to work in the senior 

centers? 
Once we establish the contractor, we will put them in contact with the CitiParks 
administration and with the senior centers directors. They will negotiate when to come. 
Mention that in the proposals of the available dates if that matter to you.  
 
6. Is there a diagram of dimensions for all the centers?  Can the city provide to scale floor 

plans of the following rooms: North View Heights Senior Citizen Center Multipurpose 
room –I understand that this is not a City of Pittsburgh property.-, West End Senior Citizen 
Center Multipurpose and exercise rooms and Hazelwood Senior Citizen Center 
multipurpose room? 

We are looking for the floor plans for these facilities now.  If we can locate them we will have 
them posted. 
 



7. Do we need get approved by the owner of the senior center (the Northview Heights) if 
it’s not a city facility? 

       The president of the Northview Heights tenant council assured that we can use the equipment.  
 

8. Can the City of Pittsburgh provide a list of activities that are held in these rooms, the 
reason why I ask this impact the placement and optimization for use of the hearing loop 
system. 

The room are used for lunch and exercise activities.   
 

9.  Is there crawl space under the existing floors? 
Sorry we haven’t investigated about this so we don’t know yet.  

 
 

 
  During the tour, these issues came up: 
Northview Heights 

1. The Mic input hasn’t been used and no microphone found. The sound system has only 
been used to play music for exercise.  

West End 
1. There’re two separate rooms where hearing loops are both needed: The lounge room is 

surely to be installed with hearing loops. An alternative proposal should be provided 
covering both the lounge and the exercise room.  

2. The staff need training in the use of sound systems. 
Hazelwood 

1. There is only a portable sound system with the model being ION Explorer IPA76ss. The 
output capacity need to be further investigated and confirmed.  
 


